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Restaurant Casa Elena,
www.restaurantecasaelena.com

R
estaurant Casa Elena, in the quaint village of

Cabañas de la Sagra, greets visitors with an

inimitable intimacy, finesse and charm. Set in

renovated former stables, every detail, including

the whitewashed walls and beamed ceilings, is carefully curated

to make diners feel warm and welcome in an ambiance softened

by touches of sophistication. It boasts a fragrant herb garden in

the entrance, lush green vines and a terrace with views of the

setting sun over Toledo. Casa Elena’s philosophy is even more

impressive than its ambiance. Casa Elena believes in making

delicious traditional Spanish haute cuisine only with locally

sourced ecological ingredients. Owner Cesar Martin has set

clear, fundamental principles at the heart of his restaurant,

following the Slow Food philosophy. Slow Food envisions a

world in which all people can access and enjoy food that is good

for them, good for those who grow it and good for the planet.

This principle extends to the restaurants wonderfully unique

wine list, where diners have the opportunity to try wines with a

limited production, showcasing their local wine suppliers from

the Toledo region. Such wineries uncover the local craftsmans-

hip and passion for wine that is the essence of Spanish culture.

Casa Elena's dining space is divided into two areas: Caballerizas

(Stables) is the main dining room where you can enjoy the

Tasting Menu, and the Sobrao where you can select from the

Main Menu. Menus change every three months according to

seasonal produce and include a vast selection of seafood,

various meats and sharing plates. A changing weekly menu is

offered during the week, and speciality dishes with rice as well

as Cocido (stew) are cooked on request, to traditional recipes

handed through generations.

Restaurant Casa Elena
A PLACE TO ENJOY DELICIOUS TRADITIONAL SPANISH HAUTE CUISINE
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